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Abstract

Pulsatile flows may appear as laminar, transitional or turbulent
and when a geometric disturbance is added, such as a stenosis
in an artery, these features are amplified. The precursor for arterial stenosis is expansion of the vessel wall into the lumen,
which is strongly linked to flow separation, reversed flow and
unsteadiness.
To gain a detailed picture of arterial fluid dynamics for a physiologically representative stenosis, a study of a scaled and ideal
acrylic stenosed femoral artery model has been conducted. The
refractive indices of the fluid and the test section material are
matched for optical clarity and a numerically-controlled pump
is used to gain the correct flow pulsatility, which for the femoral
vasculature, includes both forward and reverse flow.
Stereo particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) is used to find an understanding of the overall flow features, in particular the transient three-dimensionality of the flow, the nature of the shear
layer break-up from the proximal and distal jets, and the recirculating regions of fluid. This information is combined with
1D laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) data along the centre-line
of the model, to allow the transient nature of the flow over the
cycle to be determined.
Introduction

Fluid dynamic research into stenosed arterial flows is critical to
the understanding of atherosclerosis, a problem of significance,
as cardiovascular disease is the number one leading cause of
death worldwide, contributing to 30% of all annual fatalities
[3]. The precursor for this condition is thickening of the vessel
wall, which is strongly linked to flow separation, reversed flow
and unsteadiness[6] and therefore variations in wall shear stress.
In a wall-bounded pulsatile flow, viscous effects will cause the
slowing of the fluid near the boundary, as is typical for steady
flows. Turbulent flow patterns can also appear at the cycle peak
and die out at the end of the cycle and for severe stenosis the
flow may remain turbulent throughout the cycle [2].

disturbance occurs in stenoses with 50% area reduction or more,
and is a form of shear layer oscillation, or vortex shedding. The
third form of disturbance identified is the decay of the shear
layer oscillation into turbulence further downstream.
The pulsatile nature of the flow field adds an extra level of complexity to the experiment. Over the cardiac cycle, jet flow, reverse flow and stagnant flow regions exist and methodologies
need to be developed to allow the techniques to record accurate
data for each type of flow regime. The pulsatile flow in an artery
is governed by both Reynolds number:
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and Womersley number, as the flow is of a pulsatile nature:
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where ρ is the fluid density, µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, ν is
the fluid kinematic viscosity, ω is the angular frequency of the
oscillation and R=D/2 is the radius of the artery.
Flow pulsatility is often simplified in computational or experimental models as simple periodic flows (for example sine
waves), however in this study the physiological waveform representing the femoral artery is used. The physiological profile,
shown as the black line in Figure 1, represents one cycle and is
given in terms of velocity distribution over time. At the beginning of the cycle (t=0 s), the fluid travels in a forward direction
and rapidly increases to the peak systole (peak forward velocity) value of 0.622 m s−1 at at approximately t=0.14 s. After
this peak value is reached, the axial velocity drops sharply and
enters the diastole stage of the cycle, where a peak retrograde
(reverse direction of flow) flowrate of -0.21 m s−1 is found.
From this point, a gradual increase (with two smaller drops in
magnitude) is found until the end of the cycle at 1.0 s.

Although studies have been conducted of the flow in stenosed
vessels, the effects of the boundary layer development on the
wall shear stress are not yet fully understood. Therefore, this
study aims to provide experimental data which will be used to
provide insight into the mechanisms of oscillatory wall shear
stress and provide detailed validation data for future CFD studies.
Methodology

Of particular interest in these types of studies is the characterisation of post-stenotic flow disturbances. Negative velocity values
can occur close to the vessel wall [5]; a result of vortex structures developing distal to the throat of the stenosis. Three distinct types of post-stenotic flow disturbances can be identified
[4]: the first is an obvious “starting structure” that corresponds
to the beginning of each flow cycle, resulting from a new “slug”
of fluid passing through the constriction. The second type of

Figure 1: Femoral profile, showing the physiological cycle and
the scaled experimental cycle. Note the difference in the cycle
period due to scaling via Womersley number.

Table 1: Experimental rig critical dimensions
Parameter
Value (mm)
Unoccluded section diameter 31.70
Occluded throat diameter
15.85
Entrance length proximal
251.70
Entrance length distal
311.70
Based on (non-stenosed region) diameter, the peak physiological Reynolds number was calculated to be 1143 and mean
Reynolds number to be 195 although actual velocities through
the stenosis cause the local Reynolds numbers to be significantly larger in this region. The flow parameters were scaled
based on average Reynolds number however maximum flowrate
limitations of the pump meant the peak Reynolds number was
only 1028. The Womersley number was 4.49 for the current
conditions, based on diameter and a physiological cycle period
of one second. The scaled (experimental) flow profile is also
shown in Figure 1.
To gain the correct flow pulsatility, an in-house pulsatile flow
pump is used. The numerically controlled pump is designed to
generate realistic, accurate and repeatable physiological waveforms, over a flow range of 5 to 100 ml/s, in both antegrade and
retrograde flow.

Figure 2: Laboratory setup, showing pulsatile pump in the foreground [1], PIV cameras [2] and stenosis rig [3] to the left and
LDA probes [4] just visible in the middle of the image.
The stenosis flow rig is scaled 3.43:1 for greater optical access.
To maintain dynamic similarity between the experimental rig
and the physiological case, the Reynolds number and Womersley numbers are both matched, by a combination of changes
in the value of flow velocity, density, viscosity and cycle frequency. It was desirable to have Reynolds and Womersley similarity, while still retaining the viscosity and density of blood;
however not all were able to be satisfied and therefore viscosity
and density values differ to some extent from the physiological.
The priority parameter had to be the refractive index, as any distortion of the laser beams would cause a significant decrease in
accuracy (particularly for the LDA).
To gain optical access, any sections of the model where measurement is required, are machined from (cast) acrylic and the
refractive index (RI) of the fluid and the test section material
are matched. The optimum solution was found to be 65.5% NaI
with 20% glycerol. Sodium thiosulfate (Na2 S2 03 ) is also added
to the liquid at 0.1% (w/w) to prevent discoloration due to I3 −

formation. The viscosity of the test fluid was measured with a
Cannon-Fenske Routine Viscometer and the kinematic viscosity found to be 3.904 x10−6 m2 /s. The density of the test fluid
was 1652 kg m−3 , giving the dynamic viscosity of the test fluid
as 0.00645 Ns/m2 .
The three-dimensional Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) system utilises a 5 W Argon-Ion laser combined with a Bragg
cell (to remove any directional ambiguity), colour splitter, focussing lens, photodetector and photomultiplier. In this study,
only one component of the velocity is measured, the axial velocity. 10 µm polyamide particles are used as scatterers and the
laser was operated at approximately 2.5W. The system operated
in backscatter mode, with a 150mm lens and an additional beam
expander of 1.98 ratio. A narrow bandwidth and a high validation ratio ensured good accuracy with low noise, however at
the expense of high data-rate. Data-rates were typically around
1000 Hz. Transit time weighting was used to remove velocity
bias.
Data was recorded for four consecutive cycles at each measurement point, and the raw data was then post-processed externally
to the BSA software. Fortran code allowed the data to be separated into small time “windows” over which it was assumed
that the flowrate remained constant. For the current conditions,
a window of 100 ms gave a good compromise between this constant flowrate assumption and the data-rate. Mean axial velocity was calculated across all the samples within this window
and the variance of the axial velocity was determined to be this
mean value minus the instantaneous velocity (within that window). Data at eight axial locations was recorded. These locations are measured from the stenosis centre, in terms of flow rig
diameters: -3D, -2D, -1D, 0, 0.75D, 2D, 3D, 7D.
Time resolved stereoscopic particle image velocimetry is used
to capture the flow field around the stenosis over the cardiac
cycle.Two Phantom M310 high speed cameras (1280 X 800
pixels2 ) were mounted at an angle of 30◦ to the laser sheet. The
cameras focused on the central plane using a Nikkor 105 mm
lens and Scheimpflug adaptor to correct the perspective distortion. An Nd:YLF New Wave Pegasus laser (New Wave Research, California, USA), with a wavelength of 527 nm and 10
mJ of energy, was employed to illuminate poly(ethylene glycol)
coated fluorescent particles. Lens filters (540nm) and an aperture setting of f/2.8 were used to control the number of captured
particles. Various points in the cardiac cycle were captured by
averaging 20 double frame images.
Post processing was conducted using DaVis 8.3.1 (LaVision,
Goettingen, Germany). Background noise was subtracted from
the raw images by using a high pass filter function. The stenotic
jet and recirculation zones were captured using an adaptive
multi-pass cross-correlation algorithm, where the size of the interrogation window was iteratively adjusted from 64 X 64 pixels
to 32 X 32 pixels with a 50% overlap.
RESULTS

A stenotic jet is present during systole as displayed by the
streamlines in Figure 3a, b and c. The stenotic jet causes the
formation of recirculation zones which extend several diameters downstream of the stenosis, and are seen to be initiated in
the acceleration region of the cycle (Figure 3a) and then progressed further downstream. Unsteady three dimensional flows
originate in the jet during maximum acceleration and deceleration and have the highest intensity at peak systolic flow. The
recirculation zones are also noted to become less axisymmetric
as the flow approaches peak systolic, demonstrating the highly
three-dimensional of these flow as found in our previous computational studies [1].

Figure 3d displays the flow field during the phase change in the
cardiac cycle. At this time, the recirculation zones increase in
size as the remnants of the stenotic jet dissipate. The three dimensional nature of the flow field is still strong at this point.
Peak reverse flow occurs during diastole as displayed in Figure 3e. Evidence of recirculation zones are exhibited upstream
of the stenosis with a strong three dimensional nature.
During the times in the cycle when the flow is strongly antegrade or retrograde, the flow is seen to have significant variation
across the diameter, with fast jet flow in the central region, and
slow flow in the outer sections. As the driving velocity changes
direction, these outer sections often take time to catch up and
the vortices roll through slow and reversed section of slower velocity. These significant changes in velocity of flow will create
large variations in wall shear stress, both spatially and temporally.
The flow field is steady in nature with minimal three dimensional flows at the end of the cardiac cycle. There is also no
presence of recirculation zones upstream or downstream of the
stenosis as displayed in Figure 3f and no evidence of any remaining flow disturbance from the earlier parts of the cycle.
Small values of out-of-plane velocity are still apparent at this
later stage in the cycle however they are minimal.

similarity is seen between the pump profile and the flow profile, with the peak flow clearly visible at 0.4 m/s and the peak
retrograde flow noted around 1s. Variance in the axial velocity is seen to be minimal at this location, across the cycle, as
shown in (Figure 4l). A small increase is seen during the peak
forward flow and again for the peak retrograde section, however
the flow through the stenosis has been channeled into this area
and formed into a coherent jet (as seen in the PIV data) so while
the jet experiences a direction change we observe little variation
in the measured velocity.
At 0.75D downstream from the stenosis centre (Figure 4m) the
data from all four cycles has a greater level of scatter than seen
inside the stenosis. As noted from the PIV data, this region
is where the jet exits from the stenosis and recirculation zones
will form on either side of the jet, for parts of the cycle. It is
therefore a region in which there is greater variation throughout
the cycle in terms of flow field behaviour. Peak forward and
retrograde flow are still visible over the cycle for each of the
four sets of data and the velocity variance also shows increases
during the peak antegrade and retrograde velocity (Figure 4n).
While the low data-rate is responsible for some of the variation here, the clear ramping up corresponding to the acceleration and deceleration sections of the cycle show this reflects a
disturbance present in the flow. A small increase in the variance
of the velocity is also noted around 1.8s, which can be seen to be
a reflection of the shape of the pump profile at this time. Mean
flow rates are very consistent by this stage and therefore this increase in variation is not data-rate dependent but demonstrating
the effect of this relatively small flow disturbance.
Further downstream from the stenosis at 2D and 3D (Figure 4f
& 4g and Figure 4n & 4o) we see similar profiles, with the high
velocities being measured within the jet region of the forward
peak. Velocity variance is also high for the forward peak and
this partly reflects the difficulty in gaining a high data-rate in
these locations. The disturbance seen at 1.8s has disappeared
at this downstream distance. By 7D downstream (Figure 4h &
4p) the flow has slowed considerably along the centreline, with
peak velocities around 0.1 m/s. The variance in velocity has
also decreased, with the peak regions still evident.
Upstream from the stenosis we can see the slower flow that is
evident from the forward peak around t=0.4 s, as the fluid has
not yet been formed into a higher speed jet for the locations
within the stenosis and downstream of the stenosis. At -3D from
the stenosis centre, the peak forward velocity is close to the
pump peak forward velocity of approximately 0.12 m/s, demonstrating that the effect of the stenosis does not reach this far upstream. Similarly, the peak retrograde flow is near the pump
value of -0.04 m/s. The retrograde flow jet is much smaller
in strength and does extend far back from the stenosis, as evidenced by this data.
Conclusions

Figure 3: Stereo particle imaging velocimetry results of the
stenotic flow over the cycle.
LDA measurements were taken at eight centreline locations,
recording the axial velocity over time. Results are presented
for each location, with the calculated mean flow and variance
(calculated as described earlier) given across one cycle length.
Four cycles were captured for each location and these are shown
on each figure. Locations are given as distance from the centre
of the stenosis (0D) in numbers of diameter upstream or downstream. Note that not all locations were recorded simultaneously and times are synchronized to the pump cycle.
Considering the mean flow at the stenosis centre (Figure 4d), a

Stereo PIV and LDA results were obtained for a stenosed artery
model, undergoing a physiologically-based pulsatile flow profile. During the forward flow part of the profile, a jet was observed through the stenosis, causing recirculating regions in the
outer sections of the arterial model. Disturbed flow was seen
during the time when the fluid velocity changed from forward
to retrograde, with a jet forming on the upstream part of the
stenosis in the retrograde part of the cycle. LDA data demonstrated the transient nature of the flow, showing strong variance
in the axial velocity during the acceleration and deceleration
sections of the cycle. These results provide insight into the
three-dimensional and transient nat
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Figure 4: Mean axial flow and variance of the axial velocity flow

